Professional Development Services

- **EMPower Professional Development Workshops —**
  
  **Project Directors:** Donna Curry  
  **Website:** [https://external-wiki.terc.edu/display/EMPower/Professional+Development](https://external-wiki.terc.edu/display/EMPower/Professional+Development)

  EMPower Professional Development Workshops are an exciting opportunity for adult numeracy teachers interested in maximizing the quality of mathematics instruction for adults and out of school youth. EMPower workshops are designed to make math accessible to teachers at all levels of "math comfort"—from the skittish to the confident. Together, teachers will expand their ideas of what it means to do math, focusing on reasoning, communication, and problem solving (in adult contexts) with a variety of approaches and strategies, not just one rote memorization of procedures. More »

- **Investigations PD - transforming mathematics teaching and learning —**
  
  **Project Director:** Myriam Steinback  
  **Website:** [http://investigations-pd.terc.edu/](http://investigations-pd.terc.edu/)
  
  Contact: [Investigations_pd@terc.edu](mailto:Investigations_pd@terc.edu)

  For seventeen years, those attending Investigations PD have experienced mathematics learning and teaching in ways that have transformed their own teaching and understanding of how children learn mathematics. These professional development workshops and institutes are for teachers, administrators and mathematics leaders in schools and districts implementing the *Investigations in Number, Data and Space*® curriculum. More »